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famous " windows open to the sun of Progress "
were not the windows of the selfish palace only.
Suddenly, at the crest of an incline, we had our
first view of Amber in its entirety. Less a palace
than a fortified city girt with lofty ramparts, it rises
hugely on the summit of an isolated rock projecting
from the plain. Our road took us downhill to the
foot of the crag on which enthroned the royal city
looms against the zenith. Seen thus from below,
Amber resembles a vast stone airship tethered to
the valley by the cables of its ramparts and the
walled causeways running up the cliff-side ; high
in air it rides, a phantom ship, silent as a tomb.
No life is anywhere around us, no sound. A city
of the dead. Somewhere a temple-bell is tolling—
endlessly. And far above us in the palace muffled
drum-beats pound on the universal silence. Here
is the hush of a graveyard stretching round a mauso-
leum. The palace is desolate : forsaken, too, the
village nestling below the battlements.
Elephants were waiting for us, motionless as beasts
of stone, till, at the mahout's order to take us on
their backs, they seemed to crumple up like houses
foundering in an earthquake. Sedately they bore us
up towards the palace, following the old elephant-
track that their ancestors had trodden for nine
centuries. A laborious ascent, for the cliff is far too
steep to admit direct attack ; the path winds slowly
up and up in zigzags at an easy gradient, spanned
here and there by massive gateways, like triumphal
arches.
At last we came to a spacious courtyard, grandiose
and utterly deserted. Under a clump of trees, the
playground of a tribe of grey monkeys, we climbed
down from our elephants. Looking back to the
place whence we had started the ascent I discovered

